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Abstract

Users generate content constantly, leading to new data requiring annotation. Among this data, textual conversations are
created every day and come with some specificities: they are mostly private through instant messaging applications, requiring
the conversational context to be labeled. These specificities led to several annotation tools dedicated to conversation, and
mostly dedicated to dialogue tasks, requiring complex annotation schemata, not always customizable and not taking into
account conversation-level labels. In this paper, we present EZCAT, an easy-to-use interface to annotate conversations
in a two-level configurable schema, leveraging message-level labels and conversation-level labels at once. Our interface
is characterized by the voluntary absence of a server and accounts management, enhancing its availability to anyone, and
the control over data, which is crucial to confidential conversations. We also present our first usage of EZCAT along with
our annotation schema we used to annotate confidential customer service conversations. EZCAT is freely available at
https://gguibon.github.io/ezcat.
Keywords: conversations, annotation tool, text messages

1.

Introduction

In the recent years, text have been one of the main user
generated content modality, whether it is a comment, a
blog, or chats. Among these, textual conversations led
to many studies on dialogue (Zhu et al., 2019; Ma et al.,
2020; Colombo et al., 2020; Deriu et al., 2021; Razumovskaia et al., 2021), which could be multi-modal
(Nie et al., 2019; Chapuis et al., 2020) or specialized on
a modality such as text. These studies have been possible thanks to the rise of available public corpora dedicated to dialogue (Jurafsky et al., 1997; Shriberg et al.,
1998; Stolcke et al., 2000; Novikova et al., 2017; Li et
al., 2017). However, this improvement only concerns a
part of the User Generated Content (UGC), and private
dyadic conversations are yet to be found. These conversations usually come from messaging applications
such as WhatsApp, Telegram, or WeChat, to name but
a few. Due to privacy concerns, sharing them is not
easy; but many dialogue systems would benefit from
performance reports obtained on real data. This requires annotated data sets, and therefore tools for conversation annotation. We propose a quick, easy-to-use,
and freely accessible annotation tool dedicated to spontaneous conversations.
This tool aims at reducing annotation costs and to enabling short annotation tasks with simple custom annotation schemata for anyone. It is designed to quickly
annotate private conversation data in order, for instance, to have another point of view of the performance of a model on a real-data test set. We follow the
global tendency in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
which consists in developing applications dedicated to
specific tasks by opposition with more generic annotation tools, for instance GATE (Cunningham et al.,

2002) or Glozz (Widlöcher and Mathet, 2012). This
tendency led to applications such as a web-based language learning tool using syntactic and morphological parsing (Nagata, 2002), NLP services for desktop
clients (Witte and Gitzinger, 2008), or semantic interactive annotation tools (Klie et al., 2018). Moreover, in the scope of annotation tools dedicated to dialogues, they often incorporate more specific concepts
of dialogues such as adjacency pairs which, although
they are interesting to study, for instance for questionanswering, are not always mandatory to start annotating small corpora for other purposes. Plus, they may
confuse users. Any additional concept to the interface
can become an obstacle keeping the non-linguist neophyte from starting a simple annotation of his personal
data. Because we want to ease the access to annotation
and render quick tests possible for anyone, we stand out
from the trend of drifting towards more complex applications, and do not underestimate the value of small
applications that are completely and freely accessible.
In this paper, we present EZCAT, an annotation tool
dedicated to annotate textual conversations which is
freely accessible, requires no installation, and comes
with configurable annotation schemata. EZCAT is
made with the assumption that the dialogue structure
follows the conversation structure. The advantages of
EZCAT are the following:
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1. Data confidentiality. No data is stored anywhere
else than the user’s desktop, even though it is a
web application. JSON files are to be loaded or
downloaded for both data and configuration but
are not uploaded to any server. Indeed, no connection is required, the application does not access
any external API and can be run from static files.

The configuration can be stored in the browser local storage to ease resuming the annotation process.
2. Easy usage and access. EZCAT does not require
any account creation and thus is freely accessible
to anyone. Moreover, no installation is needed and
only a browser is used to run the application, at
the very least. Optional installers for desktop or
mobile devices are provided.
We used this application to annotate a corpus of private
conversations. Thus, in addition to the tool, we present
the annotation schema we used along with the first annotators’ feedback. We put the annotation schema as
one of the default available configurations for EZCAT.

2.

Related Work

It is appropriate to compare EZCAT with other existing
related tools. Table 1 displays the main differences between EZCAT and other annotation tools for dialogues
or conversations.
Conversation Annotation Tools. DialogueView (Heeman et al., 2002; Yang and Heeman, 2005) mainly considers the audio signal and integrates 3 views in the user
interface: the word view (audio time aligned), the utterance view, and the block view (for discourse blocks). It
is written in Tcl/Tk and represents annotations as XML
files, as it works locally. DialogueView is not suitable
for annotating text conversations with two-level annotations such as EZCAT.
A web-based application for annotating sentiment in
dialogue (Langlet et al., 2017) focuses on verbal expression of sentiments, verbal content and conversation structure, as it only allows access to manually transcribed conversations. This kind of application is suitable for human-agent conversations but does not consider the two-level annotation and requires a server access or installation using PHP. EZCAT makes up for
these limitations while focusing on textual data.
CAMS (Duran and Battle, 2018) is another dialogue
annotation tool but made for a specific annotation campaign, as it was initially the case for EZCAT. However,
EZCAT goes beyond its original campaign by allowing
configurations. Moreover, CAMS comes with downsides as it requires a Python Flask server and is not easily modifiable (some programming is needed).
LIDA (Collins et al., 2019) is a dialogue annotation tool
which integrates recommendations from dialogue systems and enable inter-annotator agreement inside the
application. It is made using a Flask REST API and
thus, requires a server to run. While the application is
interactive and allows message-level annotation, it does
not allow conversation-level annotation. An evolution
of LIDA, named MATILDA (Cucurnia et al., 2021),
has been recently released. It adds a multi-language,
multi-annotator annotation support but still requires a
server, and is not hosted anywhere, hence an installation or a docker usage is required.

Non-specific tools. GATE (Cunningham et al., 2002)
is a Java-based tool which allows easy enhancement
and tries to allow a large set of different annotations.
It comes with the downside of a difficult and timecostly setup to start the annotation process. Among
the recent annotation tools, INCEpTion (Klie et al.,
2018) is dedicated to data involving spans and relations between spans, which makes it useful for semantic annotations by considering semantic resources such
as knowledge bases. It is an evolution of WebAnno
(Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016) without the syntactic
representations. Its main advantage is the label recommendation system integrated into the application to
learn from the annotation habits of the user. However, it does not consider conversation-level annotations. Arborator-Grew (Guibon et al., 2020) is an interactive annotation tool dedicated to treebanks curation
through grammar rules. It comes with the downside
of either setting up an account or installing the different modules locally using multiple languages. Along
with Arborator-Grew, a freely accessible version has
been made to better suit quick and easy CONLL curation without the server requests. This version is named
Arborator-Draft1 . Our will to share EZCAT as a freely
accessible application without any installation nor account stems from the usage feedback and observation
with regard to Arborator-Draft versus the ArboratorGrew full version.
These tools do not allow to assign a label to the whole
conversation considering the previous message annotation phase, which makes the two-level annotation unavailable to annotators. It is always required to either
go through a lengthy installation process or send data to
a server which may be impossible due to confidentiality issues. Also, none of them consider the need to annotate conversations from common instant messaging
applications. To fill the gap created by those missing
features, we share EZCAT, a freely accessible application, which allows message-level and conversationlevel annotations, and does not require any installation
or server access.

3.

Software Architecture

EZCAT is fully made using Javascript and Vue.js2 , a
progressive Javascript framework for single page applications. We chose this technology in order to render the
application usable for any device. Also, it easily allows
multiple transformations and extensions by modifying
the code. Here are some examples:
• Easy integration of external API
• Compile EZCAT into native desktop and mobile
applications using Electron3
1

https://arborator.github.io/draft/
live.html
2
https://vuejs.org/
3
https://www.electronjs.org/
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Annotation Tool

Recommenders

Inter-Annotator
Resolution

Conversation-level
Label

Server
/Login

Required
Installation

Language

EZCAT
MATILDA
LIDA
INCEpTion
GATE
TWIST
BRAT
DOCCANO
DialogueView

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes/No
Yes/No
No
No
No
No

Yes
No
No
No
Yes (difficult)
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
-

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Javascript
Python
Python
Java
Java
Python
Python
TcK/TK

Table 1: Overview of the differences between EZCAT and other applications.
• Easy internationalization by adding languages using VueI18n4
EZCAT represents the ”view” part of a traditional
MVC (model-view-controller) software architecture,
made independent by externalizing the data handling
to the user. Thus, data are stored on the user hard
drive disk only. To handle the pseudo-model part, we
use a state management pattern5 in which we store
the current annotation schema and the temporary data.
All these information are only stored locally into the
RAM used by the browser. On the downside, this implies a limited computational power, depending on the
browser capacity and its Javascript engine. This is why
we would have to resort to an external API or a server if
for instance, we wanted to add smart label recommendation, as this is a web-based client application (such
as Microsoft Teams6 or Discord7 ). Another limitation
is the user history and tracking, which cannot be integrated due to the absence of user profiles. This hinders
the application’s usage tracking, but yields the benefit of real accessibility of the application. Finally, the
design we chose is not suitable for large scale annotation campaigns, especially with a large number of annotators, but can still serve for lower scale campaigns,
which cover most of annotations of confidential data
(see following Section 5).
Due to the tool being deliberately simple, the software
architecture is straightforward. In spite of this, we use
a component-based approach, which will allow more
advanced modifications in the future.

4.

Main Features

EZCAT possesses several features that distinguish it
from other related applications. These features are either inherent to the software architecture and design
choices, or stem from the targeted goal of the application.
4

https://kazupon.github.io/vue-i18n/
https://vuex.vuejs.org/
6
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
microsoft-teams/group-chat-software
7
https://discord.com/
5

Instant Messaging Conversation Imports.
In
EZCAT, users can import their own private conversations from some of the most popular instant messaging
applications. For instance, users can export their conversations from WhatsApp8 and load them into the application without any concern about security issues as
EZCAT does not send any data. Then, users can start
annotating messages and conversations by selecting a
default annotation schema or configuring another one.
At the moment, EZCAT allows WhatsApp and Telegram9 imports, as visible in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Example of the component for instant messaging import. Imports can come from our custom
JSON format, the text file from exported WhatAapp
conversations, or the HTML file from exported Telegram ones.
A two-level annotation process with a portable
and configurable annotation schema. Annotations
schemata are represented into a JSON file and can
embed the description of each label, to be shown as
tooltips. This means it consists in a dictionary with
two main types of labels: message-level labels and
conversation-level labels. It is possible to add as many
labels as desired with different types of representations,
raw values, selection from a list of values, booleans, or
range radio button (for Likert scale (Likert, 1932) for
instance). In EZCAT, a conversation annotation is constituted ofa couple of steps visible in Figure 4, which
8
9
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https://www.whatsapp.com/
https://telegram.org/

can be considered as mandatory in order to advance
to the following one. For instance, we would usually
prefer to enforce that all the messages are labeled first,
before being able to label the whole conversation. This
is why in the configuration, each element can be set
as mandatory or not. We also allow the user to configure if all elements should be annotated in order for
the conversation to be saved and considered as labeled.
The configuration file for the annotation schema can be
exported and/or set as a default one to load from the
browser’s local storage. Figure 2 shows the interface
for modifying the annotation schema.

Figure 2: Annotation schema configuration page. The
annotation schema is a JSON object with some customizable user interface indications such as the type
(”radiobtn” for radio buttons selection in this example).
No user account. By opposition with other conversation annotation tools, we made EZCAT user-free,
which comes with pros and cons, mainly advantaging the accessibility over the interactivity (see Section
3). If many annotators need to interact and if the data
privacy policy allows it, more complex tools such as
MATILDA (Cucurnia et al., 2021) can be used. However, the deliberate choice to make EZCAT user-free
makes it suitable to quickly test annotation schemata,
annotate private data from a couple of annotators independently, or simply curate already annotated corpora
and browse them.
Resuming work. Annotation time, and therefore the
annotation efficiency, is one of the main purposes of
EZCAT, as such it allows to go directly to the last
annotated conversation in order to continue the annotation process for fast resuming. Also, the conversation list possesses two modes: one that displays every
conversations as a infinite scroll list, and another one
that focuses only on the non annotated conversations.
Moreover, at any time, on top of the conversation list,
a progress bar indicates the annotation progress for the
whole set of conversations, as visible in Figure 3.
Available anywhere.
EZCAT is available anywhere, either from the hosted URL
https://gguibon.github.io/ezcat
or
by running the compiled HTML file in a browser from
the current release. Moreover, optional desktop installers, along with mobile ones (Android and iPhone),
are available without any difference at use time. This
is one of the benefits from the chosen architecture
(Section 3).

Figure 3: Example of the corpus view with a list of all
the conversations, the difference between tagged and
not tagged conversations, and the toggle button to only
gather conversations to annotate.

5.

Annotation Schema

We first encountered the need to annotate confidential
data made of dyadic textual conversations from customer service, this led to the creation of EZCAT. Indeed, we desired an application without any server, that
focuses on the essentials part of this specific annotation
task in order not to disturb the two annotators. By using EZCAT to annotate we did not have to worry over
security issues or specific accounts. Even though we
cannot share the result of the annotation campaign due
to confidentiality limitations, we share the annotation
schema we made for this task. This is one of the default annotation schemata available in EZCAT.

5.1.

Message-level Labels

As shown in Figure 5, we consider emotions as a
message-level label, in a mono-label approach. We
consider the emotion to be labeled as the prevalent
one: the most important emotion the message conveys.
However, emotion label assignment takes into account
the previous messages, the conversation context. In
our annotation schema we consider 10 labels that differ from the standard emotions used while annotating
message’s emotion (Novielli et al., 2018) and are more
precised than polarities (Chowdhury et al., 2016). We
consider 9 emotion labels (3 positive ones, 4 negative
ones, and one ambivalent one) with the additional neutral label, for a total of 10 emotions.
Neutral. The neutral label is used when no specific
emotion is conveyed by the message. This is, by far,
the most frequent label in a conversation data set.
No emotion. We consider this label as the total absence
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(a) First step: message-level annotation

(b) Second step: conversation-level annotation

Figure 4: The two-step process for annotating conversations in EZCAT.

Figure 5: Annotation schema used for our annotation
campaign while developing EZCAT. The type fields
refer to the configurable options in to modify the user
interface accordingly.

of possible emotion. Indeed, in our customer service
data set, some alerts are automatically prompted for
specific actions such as “user x left the chat” or “operator sent a link”. We call these “alerts”, and they
are labeled as “no emotion”. To differentiate it with
the ”Neutral” label, the latter means that the emotional
content of the message, written by a human, has been
considered as neutral by the annotator, while this label
only concerns automatic behaviors.

For the positive leaning labels we have the following:
Amusement. This label represents the amusement in
a boarder scope including light-hearted feelings. We
chose this label instead of the commonly used ”Joy” label due to the specificity of our data context: customer
services do not target joy as an emotion but rather a
global amusement from the customer.
Satisfaction. The satisfaction is both an emotion and
a feeling, and compared to (Chowdhury et al., 2016),
we consider the satisfaction at the conversation level.
In the context of customer service, this label represents
the objective of the conversation, to better satisfy the
customer (Danesi and Clavel, 2010). However, this label is complex and can represent the satisfaction towards different elements depending of the message’s
content and the conversational context. For instance, a
message such as ”Great, you are here!” after the first
message from the operator would be labeled as satisfaction, even if in this case, the satisfaction comes from
the announced start of the conversation. Depending on
the context this same content could be as relief.
Relief. The customer can express relief from multiple
events, such as a reduction fee or a refund being applied to his order. Unlike the previous ”satisfaction”
label, this label is as is. It represents the most straightforward definition of relief, without any ambiguity with
other labels.
We distinguish 5 negative emotions as follows:
Fear. We use the label fear to encapsulate multiple
emotions at once: fear, anxiety, dread, worry, apprehension and stress. All these notions are represented
in this ”fear” label. We chose to merge these notions
in order to simplify the annotation process, and to not
dive into their subtle differences.
Sadness. From customer service conversations, the
customer can feel sadness from a specific situation.
The sadness label follows the word definition, but only
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if it is not related to disappointment. For instance, the
customer can express their sadness from the operator’s
impossibility to solve their problem.
Disappointment. The customer express their disappointment towards something. The specific target object is not relevant to this label, as long as the disappointment is clearly expressed.
Frustration. Customer’s frustration is an important
factor in customer service conversations. With this label we want to identify all the messages with the frustration as the most important emotion expressed given
the context. Hence, we do not make a distinction between mild and intense frustration, nor between implicit and explicit ways to express it.
Anger. The final negative leaning emotion label we
consider is the anger. However, to better identify it
from frustration, we only label a message with anger
when the anger expression is explicit, very intense, and
without any ambiguity towards the ”frustration” label.
Along with these labels, we consider a final label which
can be both mildly negative or positive depending on
the context:
Surprise. The surprise emotion is usually difficult to
distinguish from positive or negative labels such as
frustration or amusement. As long as there is no ambiguity with the latter labels, we consider the message’s
main emotion to be the surprise. This label is totally dependent to the conversational context as a simple message such as ”For real?!” can have multiple interpretations.

5.2.

Conversation-level Labels

One of the specificity of our annotation schema (Figure
5) is the presence of conversation-level annotations.
We made this annotation schema in order to annotate
customer service conversation, this means previous
message-level labels only serve as a first step to better
identify the conversation-level labels. We consider 3
types of labels:
Problem Solving Status. We want to identify conversations by the solving of the problem faced by the customer upon arrival or latter on during the conversation.
To do so, we make the distinction between 5 statuses,
meaning 5 labels:
• Solved. The customer’s problem is solved. The
operator managed to give expected information or
a way to solve the problem.
• To be tested. The operator gave a way to solve the
problem but it is still to be tested whether or not it
is sufficient to solve the customer’s problem. By
opposition with the ”solved” label, the conversation does not indicate in anyway a positive result
from the customer.
• Out of scope. The problem does not belong to the
operator prerogatives and responsibility. In this
case, operators usually try to redirect the customer

or explicitly indicate they cannot help them on this
matter.
• No Solution. The operator do not seem to find
any solution for the problem at hand, nor do they
find any external help or services to redirect the
customer to. In the annotator’s point of view, if
any of the other labels do not work, this one is to
be used.
• Aborted. This label can be seen as the equivalent
to the ”neutral” label for emotions. When the conversation do not hold any information in regards
to the problem status, we use the ”aborted” labels.
For instance, when a conversation is too short and
only contains one message ”Hi, I have an issue
with my ticket” and the customer does not answer
further, we use this label. This label’s real purpose
is to help us identify conversations to be analyzed
for the problem status.
Customer Satisfaction. We annotate the customer
overall satisfaction by the end of the conversation. This
label requires the annotator to keep in mind the previous message-level annotation context due to the satisfaction being closely related to the customer’s emotions. We consider this label as a variant of the Likert
scale (Likert, 1932) where we add the neutral (i.e. zero)
value. The customer satisfaction thus ranges from -3
to +3 as shown in Table 2. This Table also shows a
difference between unsatisfied label names and satisfied ones. To better distinguish them, the difference
between dissatisfaction labels stems from the intensity
of the dissatisfaction. However, the satisfaction labels
consider the target of the satisfaction: ”Midly Satisfied” refers to the customer being a bit satisfied but
without any takes on specific problem parts. For instance, the customer can be satisfied from the interaction with the operator but not from the given solutions.
”Partly Satisfied” refers to the customer being not fully
satisfied from the solutions given to address their problem, but still being satisfied by some of them. ”Fully
Satisfied” label refers to the customer being satisfied
by all the solutions given and their problem fully addressed. Beware for this label we consider a problem
solved as a problem fully addressed, which means a
customer could still be fully satisfied if he obtained the
expected explanation even if this means his problem
cannot be solved. This is for instance the case for an
obviously impossible refund.
Customer Urgency. The final conversation-level label we consider is the customer urgency. It indicated
whether or not the customer seems to be in an urgent
situation, and as such is represented by a boolean value
in the application (see the type field in Figure 5). An urgent situation can be implicit or implicit. For instance,
the customer can express it as such: ”My plane is leaving in 10 minutes and I cannot find my reservation number.”
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-3
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3

Very Unsatisfied
Unsatisfied
Mildly Unsatisfied
None
Mildly Satisfied
Partly Satisfied
Fully Satisfied

the ”frustration” 20.8%.

Table 2: Customer satisfaction labels for the current
conversation.

6.

EZCAT’s First Usage

We used EZCAT to annotate confidential dyadic conversations from a customer service involving a customer seeking help and an operator employed to assist
the customer (Guibon et al., 2021). To annotate those
conversations we actually needed an easy-to-use application which would ensure the confidentiality by not
storing data on external platforms. EZCAT has first
been designed to serve this purpose, and we annotated
our confidential corpus using the annotation schema
(Section 5). This implies that we consider two annotation levels: message-level labels and conversation-level
labels, following the exact structure as Figure 5. We
started with a subset of 100 conversations to gain feedback and clarify the annotation schema interpretation
across the 2 annotators.
Our confidential corpus is written in French and is
made of 5,000 conversations from which we annotated
a subset of 1,500 conversations, leading to a total of
20,754 messages. The average message length is 15.14
messages per conversation. We do not have a way to
identify real speaker turns, and because all messages
have a very short time difference in this corpus, we prefer not to infer speaker turns and consider the message
as the unit of analysis. Moreover, due to this specificity,
we voluntarily omitted the speaker turn annotation to
ease the annotation process. This means the conversation context is a sequence of messages instead of a
sequence of speaker turns which could have contained
one or more messages artificially glued together.
Language
Max Msg/Conv
Avg Msg/Conv
Labels
Nb. Conv.

Figure 6: Emotion Distribution in Live Chat Customer
Service
At the end of the annotation process, we computed Cohen’s κ scores on the main 3 label types in order to display the inter-annotator agreement, and obtained substantial agreement at the message level and moderate
agreement at the conversation level (Landis and Koch,
1977). According to Fleiss (Fleiss et al., 1981) κ values below 0.40 represent poor agreement, while values between 0.40 and 0.75 represent fair to good agreement. Values higher than 0.75 are excellent. Considering this interpretation, we obtained fair to good agreement scores.
Cohen’s κ-scores for the 3 label types are as follows:
1) the emotions at the message level (κ = 0.65);
2) the visitor’s satisfaction at the conversation level
(κ = 0.45); and 3) the request’s status at the conversation level (κ = 0.46). Emotions specific κ-scores are
displayed in Table 4.

French
84
13
11
1,500

Emotion

κ-score

Amusement
Anger
Disappointment
Frustration
Neutral
Fear
Satisfaction
Relief
Surprise
Sadness
Global
Global w/o Neutral and no emotion

0.1115
0.1608
0.1609
0.1193
0.3187
0.1111
0.2068
0.1429
0.1885
0.2860
0.6499
0.3885

Table 3: Statistics for both datasets DailyDialog (DD)
and Live Chat Customer Service (chat).

Table 4: By-category agreement scores for emotions in
Live Chat Customer Service

Figure 6 illustrates the distribution of emotion labels
in the Live Chat Customer Service data set. We can
see that the ”neutral” label at the message-level is the
most frequent by a large margin (81.5%), which makes
it very unbalanced in terms of emotions. Excluding this
label gives a slightly more balanced label set, as the satisfaction represents 44.9% of the other emotions, and

In regards to conversation-level annotations, the majority of the satisfaction labels are either positive or neutral with a majority of neutral (i.e. zero) values in Table
5. This creates an even more unbalanced distribution of
the satisfaction labels than the emotion ones, as shown
in Figure 7.
On the other hand, problem statuses are more balanced
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satisfaction
count

1
406

0
634

-3
25

-1
73

3
168

2
159

-2
35

Table 5: Problem status distribution across the annotated data

Figure 8: Problem status distribution across the annotated data

7.
Figure 7: Satisfaction distribution on the annotated data

(Figure 8) even though a few conversations lead to ”No
solution” labels, with only 52 conversations, as visible
in Table 6. This is explained by our annotation schema
in which we indicate to the annotators to consider this
label only if none of the other can be applied.
type
0
1
2
3
4

Solved
Out of scope
To be tested
Aborted
No Solution

count
538
198
463
249
52

Table 6: Conversation counts per problem status

6.1.

Future Improvements

We identify several improvements which would not alter the accessibility of EZCAT. First, we plan to enable
the estimation of inter-annotator agreements within the
application by loading directories of multiple files. In
the annotation campaign we conducted (Section 6), we
calculated the inter-annotator agreements using external Python scripts. EZCAT would benefit from including it for the dedicated JSON format with the corresponding schema configuration file. Second, we are
working on integrating turns into the application as it
can be relevant for specific dialogue data sets, as well
as multiple labels per message to consider overlapping
labels. For the moment, EZCAT’s JSON format consider turns but the interface does not display them. We
also plan on integrating imports of additional instant
messages to expand it to other messaging applications
which allow conversation exports such as iMessage.
Finally, adding several languages to the interface, as
the software architecture already allows it (Section 3),
would further improve the accessibility of EZCAT.

8.

Annotators’ Feedback on EZCAT

While annotating the data set, we received feedback
from the usage of EZCAT. The first feedback concerns
the annotation speed that is enhanced by the application
being dedicated to the task: average estimated time is
50 conversation per hour. The ease of use noted by annotators led to more annotated conversations and thus,
decreased the cost for the annotation campaign. The
second feedback led us to improve the app, we made
a few tweaks to help smooth the annotation process
such as adding a possible constraint on enabling going from the first step (message-level annotation) to the
second step (conversation-level annotation). Also, we
changed the order of the emotion labels in the annotation schema configuration in order to center the most
common label (”neutral”) and, by doing so, preventing
additional clicks or scroll downs by the annotator. This
request is an example of direct feedback and requests
to modify the app we received during the annotation
campaign. Furthermore, we will integrate a feedback
form in the application to further improve it.

Conclusion

In this paper, we presented EZCAT, an easy to use,
freely accessible application dedicated to annotation of
spontaneous text conversations. This application meets
the need of easy access and fast annotation processes
dedicated to private data, ranging from samples of confidential data or export of personal conversations from
popular instant messaging applications. Along with the
architecture, we detailed the first usage of the application for an annotation campaign dedicated to customer
service conversations and the corresponding annotation
schema that we designed for this task, considering two
levels of annotation. EZCAT allowed us to faster annotate conversations, due to its simple usage and focus on one annotation process. While we already used
the resulting annotated corpus (Guibon et al., 2021),
we hope to help the community create their own annotated conversations using EZCAT to ease the starting
process and suit their own annotation schema whether
it is based on emotion, dialog act, or only considering
conversation-level labels.
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